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Having a unique microstructure, nonwoven fabrics possess distinct mechanical properties, 
dissimilar to those of woven fabrics and composites. This paper aims to introduce a methodology 
for simulating a dynamic response of core/sheath-type thermally bonded bicomponent fibre 
nonwovens. The simulated nonwoven fabric is treated as an assembly of two regions with distinct 
mechanical properties. One region - the fibre matrix – is composed of non-uniformly oriented 
core/sheath fibres acting as link between bond points. Non-uniform orientation of individual fibres 
is introduced into the model in terms of the orientation distribution function in order to calculate the 
structure’s anisotropy. Another region – bond points – is treated in simulations as a deformable 
bicomponent composite material, composed of the sheath material as its matrix and the core 
material as reinforcing fibres with random orientations. Time-dependent anisotropic mechanical 
properties of these regions are assessed based on fibre characteristics and manufacturing parameters 
such as the planar density, core/sheath ratio, fibre diameter etc. Having distinct anisotropic 
mechanical properties for two regions, dynamic response of the fabric is modelled in the finite 
element software with shell elements with thicknesses identical to those of the bond points and fibre 
matrix.  
Introduction 
Nonwovens are polymer-based engineered textiles having randomly distributed fibres bonded 
together with mechanical, thermal or chemical techniques. This paper focuses on thermally bonded 
nonwoven fabrics with bicomponent fibres made of polymers. Such fibres have a core/sheath 
structure, with a material of the inner region – core – having a higher melting temperature than that 
of the outer region (sheath). During the bonding of these fibres, a hot calender with an engraved 
pattern presses the fibre web causing the sheath part of the fibres to melt and providing the desired 
bonding between the fibres while the fibres’ core part remains fully intact. As a result of the 
bonding process, two distinct regions, namely bond points and the fibre matrix, possessing different 
characteristics, collectively form the nonwoven fabric. The structure of the resulting thermally 
bonded bicomponent fibre nonwoven is shown in Fig. 1 obtained with scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM). 
Having two distinct regions with different characteristics, thermally bonded bicomponent fibres 
exhibit a unique deformation behaviour. The deformation behaviour of thermally bonded 
bicomponent fibre nonwovens is complicated due to the fact that non-uniform fibrous structure 
leads to their anisotropy [1, 3] while polymer-based constituents are characterised by a temperature-
dependent large-strain elastic-plastic behaviour including viscous effects [4]. Several studies were 
  
performed to predict the mechanical response of such materials regarding fibre arrangements [5], 
curliness of the fibres [6], orientation distribution of fibres [7, 8] and bonding temperature [9]. 
However, those studies offered only partial solutions for prediction of the mechanical response of 
such materials to loading regardless of dynamic effects related to time-dependent deformation 
mechanisms. This paper aims to introduce a practical way of simulating the dynamic mechanical 
behaviour of thermally bonded nonwoven fabrics in 3D, which could be used in product 
development and optimization. 
 
 
Fig. 1. SEM images with different magnification of bicomponent fibre nonwoven fabric (planar 
density: 150 g/m
2
 fibre: 75/25 PA6/PE) composed of bond points and fibre matrix 
Assessment of Mechanical Properties 
The main reason of distinct mechanical properties of two regions (bond points and fibre matrix) of 
nonwoven materials is the difference in their microstructures. Bond points are solid and continuous 
structures whereas the fibre matrix is porous and compressible (Fig. 2). Besides, due to random 
orientation of fibres, the mechanical behaviour of these regions is anisotropic [1,10]. Therefore, 
direction-dependent mechanical properties of these regions should be assessed separately.  
 
 
Fig. 2. Through-thickness image of thermally bonded nonwoven fabric (planar density: 150 g/m
2
 
fibre: 75/25 PP/PE) obtained with X-ray micro computed tomography (CT) 
 
The procedure for assessing the mechanical properties of bond points and the fibre matrix starts 
with computing the level of mechanical anisotropy in the structure. The level of direction 
dependendency of the mechanical response is crucial for adequate simulations. As the number of 
material symmetry planes decreases, the amount of parameters defining the directional behaviour 
increases signifantly, hence increasing the complexity and computation time. Orthotropy, having 
  
three symmetry planes, can sufficiently define the level of anisotropy for thermally bonded 
nonwovens, having three principal directions, namely, machine direction (MD), cross direction 
(CD) and thickness direction (TD). MD is the flow direction of the nonwoven fibres on the 
conveyor during manufacturing, CD is perpendicular to MD in the plane of fabric and TD is normal 
to this plane (Fig. 2). The principal directions of orthotopy can be assumed as coincident with the 
principal directions of nonwovens for the definition of the mechanical propertiesA numerical 
relation between orientation distribution function (ODF) of fibres and mechanical anisotropy of 
nonwoven material is introduced and verified experimentally in [11]. With the software – 
Nonwovens Anisotropy V1 – described in [11], orthotropic constants defining the direction 
dependency of mechanical properties of regions of a nonwoven are determined using SEM or X-ray 
micro CT image of their fibre matrix (Fig. 3). The software is facilitated in several studies [12, 13] 
for determining the orientation distribution function of fibres, which represents the level of 
randomness of fibre orientations in the nonwoven fabric.  
 
                                
(a)                                                               (b) 
Fig. 3. SEM image of fibre matrix of nonwoven (planar density: 50 g/m
2
 fibre: 75/25 PP/PE) (a) 
and corresponding ODF (b) computed with Nonwovens Anisotropy V1 [11]  
  
After computing the orthotropic constants, the orthotropic elastic, plastic and viscous mechanical 
properties of bond points and fibre matrix regions are assessed using the manufacturing parameters 
of the nonwoven fabric and the mechanical properties of a constituting single fibre [14]. In order to 
calculate these properties, several schemes are facilitated, such as the Rule of Mixtures (RoM), for 
computing the mechanical properties of bond points and the fibre matrix. Elastic moduli and flow 
curves in MD and CD are obtained based on the RoM equation as 
 
BBAA VV   ,                                                                                                                      (1) 
 
where   is the resultant flow stress (resultant modulus of elasticity); BA,  are the flow stresses 
(elastic moduli) and BAV , are volumetric fractions of materials A and B, respectively. Dynamic 
parameters are determined with normalizing the time-dependent behaviour of single fibres used to 
manufacture the fabric [14]. Fig. 4 demonstrates tensile relaxation moduli of bond points and the 
fibre matrix, which are used to characterise time-dependent behaviour of numerical model in the 
finite element (FE) software. 
 
  
 
Fig. 4. Tensile relaxation moduli of bond points and fibre matrix constituting numerical model of 
thermally bonded bicomponent fibre nonwoven 
Finite Element Model 
The obtained parameters are used to characterize orthotropic viscoelastic-plastic mechanical 
properties of bond points and fibre matrix in the FE model. The tensile tests are performed on 50 
g/m
2
 bicomponent fibre thermally bonded nonwoven specimens of 30 mm x 15 mm in size along 
MD and CD, respectively, to verify the developed FE model. To compare the obtained FE results, a 
force-displacement curve, measured in real-life tests, is calculated based on computed stresses. 
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Fig. 5. Force-extension curves from tensile tests and FE simulations in MD and CD for 50 g/m
2
 
thermally bonded bicomponent fibre nonwovens (a) and FE model showing equivalent von Mises 
stress in (MPa) distribution at 60% extension (b) 
 
Due to a stiffer structure of thin bond points, stresses are more concentrated in these regions 
(Fig. 5b). On the other hand, their deformation is less than that of matrix reflecting the real-life 
response leading to failure of matrix before failure of bond points in tension. As obvious from Fig. 
5a, FE simulation results and the experimental data are in good agreement. The slight deviation of 
  
the numerical results from experimental ones can be explained by the effect of several secondary 
factors not accounted for in the model. Among them are the curliness of the fibres, inter-fibre 
friction in the matrix region, etc. Apparently, the input data such as the flow curve of a single fibre 
is crucial, providing an average stress-strain curve for the fibres composing the nonwoven fabric. 
Despite some possible sources of deviation, the FE model successfully reproduces the dynamic 
response of the nonwoven specimens to tensional load. 
Conclusions 
A practical way of simulating real-life deformation behaviour of thermally bonded bicomponent 
fibre nonwovens is introduced in this study. The procedure for generating the numerical model of 
nonwovens is straight-forward and consists of two main parts: assessment of mechanical properties 
and FE modelling. The numerical model proposed in this study is effective in predicting the real 
deformation characteristics of thermally bonded nonwovens including time effects. This model can 
eliminate time consuming and costly trial – and – error based product development and 
optimization stages. Besides, the model can be implemented in any commercial FE software 
package capable of implementing orthotropic viscoelastoplasticity. 
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